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If you don't have anything nice to say, don't say anything at all. Vampires still have their moment in Hollywood. Sure, True Blood last season on Us and Twilight premiered its fourth and final movie three years ago, but the CW's The Vampire Diaries will still be strong. And so it's a huge, loyal fandom - given that we've spent the last few months obsessed and simultaneously crying
over the death of Damon Salvatore in the season 5 finale. Some TVD fans are so loyal that they even try to make Mystic Grill a real restaurant. Vampire overload may be over, but TVD is forever. And as TVD super-fans, we reserve the right to complain, trash talk, and subtweet everything we want about the vampire drama CW, because we're also the first to admit that
showrunner Julie Plec is a frustrated woman. And what's wildly funny is how many times Jeremy Gilbert was killed and resurrected on the show. (We're rational beings, okay?) It's just really not good when non-fans try to come along and put their two cents into the conversation about whether Elena should end up with Stephen or Damon or none or tell us to stop crying over
Damon's death (#RIP #NEVERFORGET) because he'll obviously be back. You don't know anything about our pain, so again, if you have nothing to say, keep it to yourself. With that being said, here are seven things you should never say to a fan of The Vampire Diaries in your life. Mainly because we DGAF about your opinion, but also because we can not be bothered to explain
why we care, because we are already too busy discussing how Damon will come back to life . Vampires are so old. Really? You think so? Well, you're wrong. Why are you sad about Damon's death? Everything on this show always comes back to life. If I kill you, will you come back to life? If Elena Gilbert is crying, I'm sobbing. And while we all know that Ian Somerhalder is under
contract for TVD Season 6, that doesn't make it any less difficult to see him die. He loves Elena, Elena loves him, their love has been the basis of this show like, three years. It's a hit-and-go. How many times has Jeremy Gilbert died? If you should know, Jeremy died five times. And that's all I can say about it. So it's a real blood knock-off. Really? You ask that since they are both
based off a series of books as a feature of vampires, and both play relationship musical chairs? It can't be a knock-off if it's based off different source materials. Bye, hater. The actions on this show are awful. Have you ever seen this show? Nina Dobrev has played two different characters over the past three seasons and in Season 5, she played three different characters in the
same scene. Just stop talking, please. You don't know anything. Do they shine like diamonds in the sun? It was Twilight - if you're going to ask me questions about vampires, at least get your facts straight. And if you're just trolling me, they don't shine like diamonds because it's not Rihanna's song. Delena or or or Or Sterolin. It's a matter to avoid completely. TvD fans are all about
their ships, and if you are on the wrong side or dare to say that delivering TV pairs is stupid and pointless, prepare to get your heart ripped. #sorrynotsorryImages: CW; Gifi; Rebloggia (2); lumenka, ianjosephsomerhalder/Tumblr; Degrassi / Wikia Have you been able to go through one day from May 15, no wonder and ugly cry about what happened to Damon Salvatore? I know it's
confirmed that Ian Somerhalder and his costars will return for The Vampire Diaries Season 6, but is Damon returning to Mystic Falls? And, if so, how? If not, how long can I justify sobbing in public? Last week the CW announced the fall 2014 premiere date for most of your favorite TV talk about and fans of the Salvatore brothers should be happy. The Vampire Diaries Season 6
premieres on October 2, so start directing your ancestors now for resurrection purposes. The Vampire Diaries will open the 2014-15 CW season, which means fans will soon get their answers about what fate Damon Salvatore met when he walked hand-in-hand with Bonnie in the light at the end of the season 5 finale. We already know going into season 6 that we face a leap in
time, and that fans will see a lot of Stefan and Elena crying faces (as if we hadn't spent five very long seasons with crocodile tears). Okay, Julie Plec and Co. haven't said that for sure, but season 6 will focus heavily on all THED characters grappling with the loss of Damon and Bonnie and their inner struggle between good and evil. So, basically, ugly crying faces all over the place,
all the time in Mystic Falls. Maybe you should go ahead and choose the right one for yourself: Elena GilbertTears. So many tears. Stefan SalvatoreThe I bite my lips and tries so hard not to cry crying face. Bonnie Bennett What do you mean my whole family is dead and I'm going to die too? (RIP) No, no, no. Caroline Forbes Is a Crying Face of Someone that DGAF that someone
thinks about their expression of grief. Jeremy Gilbert Hunter can shed only one tear before he returns to the desire to kill all vampires. Alaric SalzmanReal people cry, people. Matt DonovanThe intense, breathless cry that we all know from the Season 5 finale. Damon Salvatore, RIP. But seriously... Me too, girl. So do I. (PS - Tyler Lockwood is a werewolf robot who never cries.)
Images: CW; likegif; ask-niklausmikaelson/Tumblr; Vampire Diaryblogger / Blogspot; elenastriangle/Tumblr (2); Vampire Diaries/Enlightenment; Ifflegif; 1ofgifs/Tumblr; Berrywoman/Tumblr Obviously I'm still bemoaning how dramatically the Secret Circle ended, just when I get addicted to all the potential storylines. At the time, sci-fi and superheroes were all people seemed to care
about, and this little show about the coven of teenage witches, battling witch hunters, demons, their parents, and each other was change of pace. Shaw Show a lot to do with The Vampire Diaries, which went on to become a hit for the network, and I still sometimes wonder what might have happened if the two shows moved on. There are numerous related themes between the two
programs, including the general tone, supernatural elements, and themes related to teenage angst. Not to mention one massive visual gathering: actress Phoebe Tonkin. She played the rebellious and self-centered Faye in The Secret Circle, and then moved on to The Vampire Diaries, and eventually to The Originals, as Haley's werewolf. The Secret Circle may have had its fair
brawls with demonic possessions, phenomena and voodoo, but the addition of a few more different supernatural beings could have further increased its appeal. To further prove your point, here are seven ways the Secret Circle can easily fit into the world of Vampire Diaries. Witches already most of TVDAs Elena has been busy dealing with a vampire love triangle with Stefan and
Damon, Bonnie has been realizing her witch origin. Since then, witches have become an integral part of the show, popping up to wreak havoc wherever they can. It wouldn't be a head-on to overcome this show with The Secret Circle, which is literally about covenant witches. Faye could have gotten pregnant with Klaus' ChildImagine if Faye had one to have a one-night stand with
Klaus, conceive her child and move into the Originals' house in New Orleans for a spin-off. Faye's baby could have even greater consequences for the world; Half a million (equal parts vampire and werewolf) growing inside the witch's belly would've made the French quarter witches shake in their boots even more than they've already done. The plan to resurrect Silas could have
been involved in Covenha Bonnie, who was manipulated by Professor Shane, who in turn, Silas manipulated to create a triangle of expression, the news of the death of an entire covenant witch could get into Chance Harbor. Or maybe Cassie and the gang could have been Bonnie's target.4 Bonnie could have popped up to chance HarborWhere had someone like Diana when
Bonnie was freaking out because of her magical abilities? That is, before her grandmother stepped in to teach her a few things. If she had a group of witches the same age as her to go for magic advice, maybe she wouldn't have turned to expression.5 Chance Harbor witches could've helped with New Orleans WarIn this hypothetical crossover world, Faye is already in New
Orleans for the original spin-off, which will be a key jumping point for many drama. Can you imagine what damage a witch of the French quarter could do to the Witches of Chance Harbor, especially if they thought Faye was held against her will?6 Elijah and Cassie would've gotten along famouslyMuch as Elijah, Cassie just wants peace, but she also has the darkness inside her
that she keeps constantly in Presumably, they will see many things face to face, and if they fall in love, it will cause even more drama. Adam and Jake were jealous of Elijah, and Faye was mad at Cassie for driving in to steal her piece. Just imagine the drama!7. What did Jake do during the break? There was a time when Jake left Chance Harbor after the witch hunters, who were
associated with him, tried to kill Cassie. Luckily she lived, but Jake didn't attend part of the show until Cassie spells to bring him back. What was he doing? Where exactly did he go? Perhaps his adventures could take him to Mystic Falls, the epicenter of supernatural activity... Images: The Vampire Diaries of Vicky; Bay of Solitude/WordPress; Tumblr; Fan Pop (2); Fan forum;
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